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We consider nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems on unbounded domains 
G E IR”. Using an extended Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory we prove the existence 
of infinitely many eigenfunctions on every sphere in L*(G). Moreover, we establish 
that the intimum I* of the spectrum of the linearized problem L is always a bifur- 
cation point. In addition, there is an infinity of branches emanating at A* from the 
trivial line of solutions if I* belongs to the essential spectrum of I,. 
1. 1NT~oDucTloN 
Consider a nonlinear eigenvalue problem of the form 
h(x) +f(x, u(x)) = h(x) (l-1) 
on an unbounded domain G 5 R”, where L is a second-order self-adjoint 
elliptic differential operator, and where suitable boundary conditions are 
imposed. Very little seems to be known about the L2-theory of such 
problems even for the case n = 1. It is the purpose of this paper to show how 
Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory can be used to shed some light on the 
question of existence of solutions to (1.1) with prescribed L2-norm and on 
the behaviour of the associated eigenvalues, with particular emphasis on the 
phenomenon of bifurcation from the essential spectrum. 
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This phenomenon has recently been studied by various workers. In an 
operator-theoretic setting, an approximation procedure for the construction 
of solutions branching from an isolated eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity 
was considered by Heinz [ 141 and Sarreither [20]. Boundary value problems 
for ordinary differential equations on the half-line were treated by Stuart 
121-231, Chiappinelli and Stuart [lo], Kiipper [ 15, 161, Kiipper and Riemer 
[ 171 under both the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary conditions. 
Almost all these papers deal with the question of bifurcation from the lowest 
point of the continuous spectrum to the “left,” i.e., away from the continuous 
spectrum. Problems with solution branches lying above the continuous 
spectrum and bifurcating from its infimum were, for the first time, studied in 
[ 151. There it was noticed that bifurcation to the “right” only occurs if the 
nonlinearity of the problem presents a certain minimal growth. This minimal 
growth of the nonlinearity again plays an important role in the case of 
partial differential equations considered here. Moreover, the abstract results 
of this paper enable us to understand this growth condition in terms of a 
compact imbedding property. 
In the present paper, we consider nonlinearities of the form 
wheref, is a continuous real-valued function on G x IR enjoying a “minimal 
growth” property for x near infinity, and wheref, may be considered a small 
perturbation. More specifically, we shall require f, to be odd and 
continuously differentiable with respect to the second variable, with afo/aq 
nonnegative. The “minimal growth” condition will be given in terms of a 
number u > 0 and a nonnegative function w on G such that 
! w 2”‘(x) dx < 03 (l-3) G 
and it reads (with c a positive constant): 
I$(x.)I) ~>clm44 (‘I E RI. (l-4) 
The term f, is also assumed to be odd in the second variable, and its 
growth is restricted in such a way that it remains small compared withf, for 
large x E G. However,& does not have to be continuous or locally bounded; 
it may, as a function of x, present singularities of the type occurring in L2- 
functions. 
We then establish, for any r > 0, the existence of an infinite sequence (us, 
1;) of solutions to (1.1) such that ]] us ]]* = l, ] uJ(x)l’dx = r and such that the 
functions us belong to the Sobolev space WtT2(G) and show a specific type 
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of decay at infinity. The fundamental idea for this is to introduce a suitable 
Banach space X,’ which is compactly imbedded in the Hilbert space 
H = L*(G), and to consider the given nonlinear eigenvalue problem as an 
equation in the dual space X* of X (which is a space of distributions). This 
equation can be derived from a variational problem on X, to which 
Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory is applicable. The level sets M, = 
WJWll=fil are necessarily unbounded in the normed space X. 
However, this difftculty can be handled by the use of a variant of Ljusternik- 
Schnirelman theory which was recently developed by Bongers [7] and in 
which unbounded level sets are admissible. 
In the unperturbed case (i.e., fi = 0) more can be said about the solutions 
(u;, ,I:). The eigenvalues ,I; tend to co as j-+ 03, and we have I,: > A*, where 
1” denotes the lowest point of the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator L. 
Furthermore, when f(x, q) =fJx, q) is a higher-order term in q, we prove 
that A* is a bifurcation point for problem (1.1) and that an infinity of 
solution “branches” emanates from (0, A*) E X x R in case ,I* belongs to 
the essential spectrum. (Note that this situation particularly holds if the 
spectrum of L is purely continuous as it is the case in many important 
problems on unbounded domains.) The bifurcation result depends heavily on 
the variational characterization of the eigenfunctions by a minimax principle. 
As is typical for the variational approach, we do not, of course, construct 
connected sets of solutions; the word “branch” merely means a set of 
nontrivial solutions which intersects every sufficiently small sphere and 
whose members enjoy a common variational characterization. However, for 
the special case of ordinary differential equations, it was established in [ 151 
that the positive solutions depend continuously on the eigenvalues parameter 
and. hence, form a branch in the strict sense of the word. 
For the sake of clarity we treat the purely operator-theoretic arguments 
separately. Thus, Section 2 contains a brief account of the results of [7], as 
far as they are needed here. In Section 3, we consider a uniformly convex 
Banach space X, compactly imbedded in a Hilbert space H as a dense 
subspace and two operators L r, F: X + X*, where F is a continuous gradient 
operator and L, is a bounded linear operator from X to X*, stemming from 
an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator L in H. We then pose the nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem 
L,u +F(u)=h (l-5) 
in X* (which is possible since X may be considered as a subspace of X*), 
and, under suitable assumptions on F, we establish the existence of eigen- 
vectors us E X (j E N) with prescribed Hilbert norm fi as well as some of 
their additional properties. The unperturbed case, in which F is monotone, is 
dealt with first (Theorem 3.1), and the general case is derived from it by an 
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easy compact perturbation argument (Theorem 3.2). An abstract version of 
the above-mentioned bifurcation result is then proved in Section 4. 
This Abstract theory is then applied to second-order partial differential 
equations (Section 5) and finally to ordinary differential equations 
(Section 6). Since our emphasis is on the nonlinearity and since we wish not 
to increase the length of this paper unduly, our assumptions concerning the 
coefficients of the linear elliptic differential operator L are not chosen to be 
the most general ones possible. 
Roughly speaking, the coefficients are assumed to be bounded and smooth 
so that the corresponding quadratic form is defined on the Sobolev space 
WA9*(G). However, the results of Sections 3 and 4 can also be applied to 
elliptic operators of higher order. 
For ordinary differential equations we obtain additional results which 
generalize results by Kiipper 1151. In particular, the eigenfunctions ~1 
decrease uniformly as x + 00, and for j = 1 one obtains a unique positive 
solution. Moreover, condition (1.3) turns out to be necessary for the 
existence of L*-solutions of a large class of problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our argument is based on variational methods. Since our applications 
require the minimisation of functionals on unbounded sets, classical 
variational methods do not suffice. Here we show that these difficulties can 
be overcome by using a generalization of the Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory 
which was recently developed by Bongers [7]. We begin with a brief 
summary of the main results as far as needed here. For the proof and details 
we refer to [7]. 
Let X denote a uniformly convex Banach space of infinite dimension. We 
shall consider functionals w and p which satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(A) w, p: X+ IR are even C’-functionals with y/(O) = p(O) = 0. Their 
gradients I+u’, p’: X -+ X* are uniformly continuous on bounded sets. Further 
p’ satisfies u, -* u * p’(u,) +X* p’(u) (“strong continuity” in the sense of 
Vainberg [25]). 
(B) Assume r > 0. For any ZI E X- {O} there exists a unique 
s(v) E (0, co) such that s(v) u EM,= (U EXlp(u) = fi}. If {a,} is a 
bounded sequence in X with p(u,) + r, then s(u,) -+ 1. There exists numbers 
d(r) > 0 and c(r) such that p’(u) u > d(r), u/(u) > c(r) for all u E M,. 
Let Z denote the set of all closed and symmetric subsets of X- (0). For 
A E Z, we denote by gen(A) the genus of A (in the sense of Coffman [ 121 
for example). 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Bongers [7]). Suppose (A) and (B) hold and assume in 
addition: 
(1) U, -JX u, V’(U”) +** U * u, ‘X u, 
(2) y/-‘(J) n M, is bounded for any bounded interval J s IR. 
Then for any r > 0 
(i) the numbers bj which are defined by 
bj = inf sup V(U) 
Ac.E,AEM, ,,=A 
(j = 1, 2,...) 
&!en(A)>j 
are critical values of IC/ on M, and satisfy limj,, bj = 00. 
(ii) There exists an infinite sequence (Uj, nj) SM, X IR of distinct 
solutions to the eigenvalue problem v’(u) = kp’(u) such that v(uj) = bj. 
(iii) rf bj = b. J+l = “’ =bj+g-lr then gen(Kq)>q, where K,= 
(u E M,/v(u) = b and w’(u) = Ap’(u)for some A E I?}. 
This is essentially Theorem 1.17 combined with Proposition 3.3 of [7]. 
The fact that lim bj = co is not mentioned explicitly in Theorem 1.17 of [7], 
but its proof follows standard patterns (see, e.g., Rabinowitz [19]). 
Remark. When the assumption that v and p are even is dropped, the 
existence of at least one critical value b, of y on each level set M, can still 
be proved using the methods of [7 1. However, if w is convex (which will 
almost always be the case in our applications), it can be shown very easily 
that I+Y attains its minimum on Mr. One has only to note that under the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 the standard argument based on the weak lower 
semicontinuity of the convex functional can be carried through and that it 
leads to a solution u E M, of the minimisation problem because p is weakly 
continuous and, hence, M, is weakly (sequentially) closed in X. 
3. EXISTENCE 
The results of the preceding section are now applied to nonlinear eigen- 
value problems A(u) = Au, where A is densely defined in a Hilbert space H. 
We assume that the nonlinear operator A is the sum of a positive self-adjoint 
operator L possibly with purely continuous spectrum) and a monotone 
nonlinearity. The fundamental idea consists in an appropriate choice of the 
space X for which the Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory of Section 2 can be 
utilized; in particular we need that X is dense and compactly imbedded in H. 
Our results are developed to include nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems 
on unbounded domains as a special case. For a better understanding of the 
m/47/3 2 
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operator-theoretic setting we start with an easy model example which 
contains the basic difficilties: . 
-Llu+w(x)Iu(“u=Au (u E W:72(G)), 
where G c R” is a smooth domain, w a positive and continuous function and 
u > 0. As basic Hilbert space we choose H = L*(G). 
In the case of a bounded domain G the choice X= W;**(G) provides the 
compact imbedding in H = L*(G) by Sobolev’s theorem. In the case of an 
unbounded domain the imbedding theorem fails and we then need the 
nonlinear part of our equation to ensure the compact imbedding. For 
example, the functional corresponding to the above equation is given by 
V(U)=+, Igradul’(x)dx+ 
G 
While the quadratic part of w is defined on We*’ the second part is 
defined on the weighted space Y = Lp(w dx) with p = a + 2. An easy 
calculation shows that the intersection X= Wt,’ f7 Y is compactly imbedded 
in H provided that w satisfies the growth condition I, w-*“‘(x) dx < 00. 
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm 11 )I and assume 
that T is a densely defined closed linear operator. Since T is closed, its 
domain of definition D(T) is a Hilbert space with respect to the graph norm 
IluIIr= WI* + lIT41211’2 of T. We denote this Hilbert space by H,. 
Further, let (Y, 1) IIr) b e a uniformly convex Banach space which is a vector 
subspace of H such that H, n Y # {O}. 
LEMMA 3.0. X = H, n Y is a uniformly convex Banach space with the 
norm Il~IIx= {IMI: + ll4I:P 
Proof: Let Z be the product space H, x Y endowed with the norm 
II@, v)llz = (IMI~ + lIml’*. Evidently the map J: X-t Z defined by 
J(U) = (u, u) is an isometric isomorphism of X onto a close subspace of the 
Banach space Z. Finally, we remark that Z is uniformly convex by a 
classical theorem of Day [ 131, which ensures the uniform convexity of X. 
To formulate our equation precisely let T, be the bounded operator that 
arises when we consider the restriction of T to X s H, as an operator from 
X to H. Its dual operator TF then operates from H* = H into X*, and 
obviously T,*T, coincides with the self-adjoint operator T*T on X 17 D(T*T) 
if we consider H as a subspace of X *. The spectrum of T*T shall be denoted 
o(T*T). Finally, we take F as a nonlinear mapping from X to X*. 
As our basic problem we consider the existence of solutions of the 
equation 
T:T,u + F(u)=Au (u E X). (3.1) 
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In application to differential equations this will lead to weak solutions, but 
these solutions have considerable regularity properties ince they lie in X and 
not just X*. 
We shall need the following hypotheses: 
(I) The Banach space (X, ]I ]lX) is infinite dimensional, campactly 
imbedded and dense in H. 
(II) The nonlinearity F: X+ X* is a monotone odd operator and the 
gradient of a C’-functional 4: X-+ R with $(O) = 0. Further, F satisfies: 
(where (, > 
(1) F is uniformly continuous on bounded sets. 
(2) u -X~ and (F(u,)-F(u),u,-n)-+O=~u,+,u 
denotes the pa;ring between X and its dual space X*). 
(3) There exists a measurable function y: [0, co)-+ 
.I’? t-‘y(t) dt = ~0 and (F(u), u> > ~(Ilull,) (u E 9. 
[0, tlo) with 
Hypotheses (I) and (II) imply that Eq. (3.1) stems from a variational 
problem, i.e., it can be written as 
v’(u) =&-f(u) (3.2) 
with functionals w, p: X + R defined by 
v/(u) = II Tu II*/2 + #(u>, (3.3) 
P(U) = II 24 II’P. (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (I) and (II) be satisfied. Then the functionals w and p 
given by (3.3) and (3.4) satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Conse- 
quently we have: 
(i) on each sphere M, = {u E X/II u I( = fi} there exist infinitely 
many distinct solutions (uj, Aj) (j = 1,2,...) of (3.1), 
(ii) 
(iii) lirnjdm bj = 03, 
(iv) limj,, Aj = co, 
(v) Aj > A* = min o(T*T) (j = 1, 2,...). 
Remarks. (i) Condition (11(2)) is a variant of Browder’s @)-condition 
(cf. [9]). It is satisfied for example, when F is of the form F = F, + F,, 
where F, satisfies 
(F,(u)--F,(vh.u - v)>P(IIu - v/l,) (UT v E X) 
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with a continuous function /3: [0, co) -+ [0, co) such that p(O) = 0, ,8(t) > 0, 
for t > 0 and lim infi+, P(t) > 0, and where F, is strongly continuous from X 
to X* (i.e., u,, -X u + F2(un) 4x’ F,(u)). 
(ii) If the assumption that F should be odd is dropped, we still obtain 
solutions (u, A) such that u E M,, L > L * and 
for r arbitrary. This is evident from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the remark 
following Theorem 2.1. 
(iii) The assumption of monotonicity will be relaxed later in this 
section by a perturbation argument. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 
hold. The functionals p and v are Frechet-differentiable and satisfy 
p(O) = ~(0) = 0. By construction their gradients are given by p’(u) = u, 
I,/(U) = A(u) = T,*T,u + F(u). Since X is imbedded in H, and H we have 
for all 24, U, h E X and some constant M j(T,*T,(u - v), h)l < 
IV,@ - 01, T,h)l < II 14 - ZJ IlT II h IL ,< Ml1 u - u lIx II h IL. Together with 
hypothesis (II(l)) this implies that p’ and I$ are uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets. The gradient p’(u) = u satisfies (A) since X is compactly 
imbedded in H. Hence, hypothesis (A) is satisfied, while (B) obviously holds 
with s(v) = fi/jl u I/, d(r) = 2r, c(r) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. A = ty’ satisJies (1) of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: Assume U, - u and A(u,) + U. We first show that (A(u,) - 
A(u), u, - u) -+ 0 since 0 < (A(u,) -A(u), u, - u) = (A(u,) - u, u, - u) + 
(u-A(u),u,--) + 0 and using A = T:T, + F we have 0 < 11 Ti(u, - u)/[’ + 
(F(u,) - F(u), U, - u) = (A(u,) -A(u), U, - u) + 0. Since F is monotone we 
have I( T,(u, - u)ll--) 0 and U, + u in Y by (U(2)) and consequently U, -+ u in 
x. 
LEMMA 3.2. If r > 0 and JC R is a bounded interval, then 
N,., = {u E X//l u I( < r, y(u) E J} is bounded in X. In particular, we have (2) 
of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: Fix r > 0 and a bounded interval JC R. There exists a constant 
b > 0 such that 0 < y/(u) < b for all u E N,,,, hence in particular 
1) T, u )I* < 26 and b > 4(u) = j: (F(tu), u) dt = J”: t-‘(F(t), tu) dt > 
.I’~t-‘y(tI/uJI,)dt=S~“’ -’ t y(t) dt. Thus, there exists a constant M such that 
II u (Iy < M; consequently (I u 11: < M* + 2b + 2r. 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and (i), (ii) and (iii) are 
established. To prove (iv), we use the monotonicity of F which implies that 
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(Wu), u> < (F(u), u> for all u E X and t E [0, 11. Hence, bj = w(uj) = 
11 Tlujl12/2 + j; (F(tuj), uj)dt < IIT~ujll~/~ + (F(uj)Y uj> < tACuj)9 uj> = 
Aj I( uj II 2 and, thus, Aj > bj/(2r). To prove (v) note that (F(U), u) > 0 for every 
u E X, and that for u ED,,, we have L * (/ u (1’ < (T*Tu, u) = (( Tu (1’. Since 
D,.,, is dense in the Hilbert space H,, it follows that L * 11 u I/ 2 < I/ Tu )I2 for all 
u E H,. Thus, for u E X G H, we have (,4(u), u) = (TTT, u, u) + (F(u), u) 
> (T,u,T,u) = IITul12 >, Wlul12 f rom which our assertion follows. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
To conclude this section, we give an extension of Theorem 3.1, allowing 
“compact perturbations” of the nonlinearities considered so far. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A = Tf T, + F satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 
3.1, and let F,: X + X* be an odd operator which has the following 
properties: 
(i) F, is strongly continuous (in the sense of Vainberg [25]), 
(ii) F, is the Gateaux derivative of a functional 4,: X+ R, 
(iii) 4, is bounded below on any set B g X which is bounded in H. 
Then, assertions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.1 are also valid for the problem 
A(u) + F,(u) = Au, u E x. (3.6) 
Proof We shall apply Theorem 2.1 to the functionals p and vr, where 
p(u) = ((u l/‘/2, as before, and where 
y being the potential of A as before, and #, being chosen such as to satisfy 
#r(O) = 0. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we already know that X, II/ and p 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. 
Moreover, classical results on operators in reflexive Banach spaces show 
that under our assumptions F, must be uniformly continuous on bounded 
subsets of X and must be the Frechet derivative of #r (cf. Vainberg [25]). 
Since from assumption (iii) and the positivity of v it also follows that yr is 
bounded below on M, for any r > 0, we see that (A) and (B) are satisfied by 
X, p and v/r. It remains to prove that y1 satisfies conditions (1) and (2) from 
Theorem 2.1. But (1) follows immediately from the fact that v satisfies (1) 
together with the strong continuity of F,, and for (2), we only have to note 
that for any r > 0 and any compact interval J= [a, b] one has 
where c(r) is some lower bound for 4, on M,. Since w satisfies (2), this 
yields the boundedness of M, n v;‘(J), which ends the proof. 
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Remark. Under the additional assumption that for some constant c,, > 0 
we have (F,(tu), u) < c,@‘,(u), u) f or uEX and O<t<l, one can also 
easily establish assertion (iv) of Theorem 3.1 for the problem (3.6). Note 
that the above condition is satisfied, for example, when F, is monotone or 
homogeneous. 
4. BIFURCATION 
Conditions (I) and (II) guarantee the existence of infinitely many solutions 
of (3.1) on every sphere. In this section we show how a bifurcation result can 
be proved under slight additional assumptions by using the inf-sup- 
characterization of the critical values. To be precise, we shall require the 
following bifurcation hypotheses. 
(III) Bifurcation hypotheses. 
(1) llW>llx~=@4x> for /141x-+0. 
(2) There exist constants 6 > 0, C, > 0 such that (F(u), u) < C,$(u) 
for any u E X with JIuI( < 6, v(u) < 6. 
(3) X n D, is dense in D,. 
Here and in the sequel D, denotes the domain of the positive self-adjoint 
operator L = T*T, and D, is always equipped with the graph norm 
generated by L. (The density required in (111(3)) is understood with respect 
to this norm.) 
Condition (III(l)) says that F is a nonlinearity of higher order. Condition 
(111(2)) is satisfied, for instance, by sums of finitely many homogeneous 
terms, but it will become apparent in the applications (especially in 
Section 6) that there are much wider classes of operators F satisfying 
(III(2)): Moreover, in applications to differential equations on a domain 
G c R” the space X will usually contain a set of smooth functions which is 
dense in D,, and, hence, condition (111(3)) will be satisfied under slight 
regularity assumptions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (I), (II), (III) are satisJied. Then the solution 
sequences (us, AS) & M,, X [n*, oo)@ = r*/2) constructed in Theorem 3.1 
have the following properties. 
(i) If A* is an isolated eigenvalue of L of finite multiplicity m, then 
for]‘= l,..., m: 
lim us = 0 strongly in X, 
r+O + (4.1) 
lim A; = A*. (4.2) r-tot 
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(ii) VA* b 1 n e o gs to the essential spectrum of L, then (4.1) and (4.2) 
hold for all j = 1, 2,.... 
In particular, A.* is alwas a bifurcation point for problem (3.1). 
ProoJ Let r > 0. By Theorem 3.1 we know that the solutions ur E M, 
are critical points of v/(M, corresponding to the critical values 
b; = dt’, sup I//(U) (.i> 1). USA 
AEM,, 
gen(A)>j 
To prove the limit relations (4.1), (4.2), we shall assume A* = 0, which is 
evidently no loss of generality. We first need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) If A* = 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of L of finite 
multiplicity m, then for any E > 0 there exists an m-dimensional linear 
subspace Z, of X such that for any u E Z, we have 11 Tu I/’ < E (1 u I( ‘. 
(b) If A* = 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of L, the above is true 
even for every m E N. 
Proof Let H, = H @ iH and L, be the complexifications of H and L, 
respectively. Then L, is a self-adjoint operator in H,, and we may consider 
its special resolution (E,), . It is readily verified that the E, are real 
operators (for example, the uniqueness of the spectral resolution shows that 
E, commutes with complex conjugation in Ho), and this implies that 
E,(H) c H and that E,(H,) = E,(H) @ iE,(H). 
For a given E > 0, choose now 6 such that 
0 < 6 < min(l/2, e/8) 
and consider the subspace E,(H) of D, = D,,,. In case (a), the (real) 
dimension of E,(H) is >m because the eigenvectors corresponding to A* = 0 
belong to E,(H), and, hence, we may choose m orthonormal vectors 
a, ,..., a,,, E E,(H). In case (b) the space E,(H) is infinite-dimensional, and so 
we may choose orthonormal vectors a, ,..., a,,, E E,(H) for any m E N. By 
(M(3)), we may also choose e, ,..., e, E X n D, such that the ej (j = l,..., m) 
are still linearly independent and llaj - ejllL < S/fi (j = l,..., m), where 
‘(; III. denotes the graph norm induced by L. Let Z, be the linear span of 
1 ,..., e,}. Then Z, is evidently an m-dimensional linear subspace of 
XnD,. Let vEZ,. We have v = Ckm,, C,e,, where [,,...,C, E R, and put 
u = Ckm,, [,a,. Since the ak are orthonormal, we have I\ul12 = CF=, l&l’, 
and hence II~--llL~C~~~llrklIl~~=~~ll~ < fiCX:= It;k12)“2 
max,,,,,Ila,-ee,llr, < fi.IIuII.S/\/;;; = 6(lul(. This implies Ilull< 
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Since u E E,(H) and 0 = L* = min a(L), spectral theory tells us that 
0 < (Lu, u) < 6 II u I[* and IlLu )I < 6 1) ~(1, and we finally obtain: 
II TV II2 = (L& u>, 
,< l(Lu - Lu, u>l.+ IW, u - u>l + I@% u>l, 
G Ilu - UIIL Ilull + IILUII Ilo - UIIL. + 6 11~1127 
<WllII~ll+~*Il~11*+~lI~I12~(6~+4~*)ll~11*, 
~8~lI~l12~~ll~l12. 
Next, we apply this lemma to show 
lim I&U;) r-* = ,liT+ bSr-* = 0 (4.3) r-0 + 
for 1 <j < m in case (a) and j arbitrary in case (b) of the lemma. Let E > 0, 
and choose a space Z, as in Lemma 4.1. From (III(l)) we infer that 
d(u) = o(llu 11:) for I/ ~11, -+ 0. But on the finite-dimensional space Z, all 
norms are equivalent, hence we also have Q(U) = o(ll ull’) for II uII+ 0 and 
UEZ,. Therefore, we can choose r. > 0 such that 4(u) < E 11 ul/*/2 for 
u E z,, Ilull < ro. Let now 0 < r < r. and again p = r2/2. The genus of the 
set A, = Z, n M, is m, and hence the definition of bJ implies 0 < bJ < 
SUP,,~~ w(u) < ~up,,~~{Il Tu o/2} + sup,+, 4(u) < ap + &p = sr*. This yields 
0 < bJr-* < E for 0 < r < ro, i.e., we have proved (4.3). 
To prove (4.1), consider a null sequence of numbers r, > 0. Fix j as 
above, and let us write u,, = us” for the moment. From (4.3) it follows in 
particular that 
lim I = 0. 
n-t* (4.4) 
By Lemma 3.2 from the proof of Theorem 3.1 we may conclude that the 
sequence { un} is bounded in X. The space X is reflexive (due to its uniform 
convexity) and, thus, the sequence {u,} must have weakly convergent subse- 
quences. If unk - 24* in X, then it follows that unk -+ U* in H because the 
imbedding X + H is compact. But Ilti,J = rnk + 0, hence u* = 0. Thus, 0 is 
the common limit of all weakly convergent subsequences of {u,}, from which 
it follows that u, - 0 in X. 
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Using (4.4), the positivity assumptions and the definition of v/, we see that 
II w2 + 09 (4.5) 
$(U”> + 0 (4.6) 
for n+ co. From (4.5) it follows that (u,} converges strongly to 0 in H,, 
and from (4.6) we obtain (E(;(u,), un) --f 0 (n -+ US) by virtue of (111(2)) and 
(4.4). Applying hypothesis (11(2)), we infer that lim I( tin (IY = 0. The definition 
of the norm now shows at once that we have (4.1). 
Finally, put ;i, = Jg”. We have to show that lim,,, A, = 1* = 0. By (4.4), 
we may again apply (111(2)) and, thus, suppose that 0 < (F(‘(u,), un) < 
C, $(un) for every n. From A(u,) = lnu, we obtain 0 < A,,ri = (A(u,), u,) = 
II W* + @‘WY ~2 G (2 + WI 73M2 + ~&GJI = (2 + CJ ~44 an4 
hence, 0 < II,, < r;*y(u,). Thus, (4.3) yields the desired result, and the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 is completed. 
5. APPLICATION TO ELLIPTIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
We now apply the general theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 4.1 to nonlinear elliptic 
eigenvalue problems in unbounded domains. Since the abstract theory has 
shown that the existence of nontrivial solutions essentially depends on the 
behaviour of the nonlinearity, we do not try for the utmost generality 
concerning the linear part but rather concentrate on the nonlinearity. 
Let G G R” be a bounded or unbounded domain and consider the eigen- 
value problem 
924 +f(x, 24) = Au, (5.1) 
ulaG=O, u E L’(G). (5.2) 
Here i9 is a linear uniformly elliptic differential operator in C given by 
9~ = - k (Pjk(x) u,,Lj + Q(x) u 
j,k= 1 
(5.3) 
with bounded real coefficients Pjk E C’(G), Q E L”(G) such that Pjk = P, 
for any j, k = l,..., n. The nonlinearity f is assumed to be of the form 
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where g: G x R -+ [0, co) is a continuous function which is even in the 
second variable and satisfies 
for some constants 6 > 0, u > 0 and continuous functions w: G + [0, co), 
g,: G x R + [0, 03). 
To fit the problem (5.1), (5.2) into the abstract setting we choose for H 
the real Hilbert space L2(G) with the usual inner product and norm. Since P 
is uniformly elliptic and has bounded coefficients, the quadratic form 
.I’, (C;,k= i PjL(x) uX.(x) UJX) + Q(x) U’(X)) dx is defined and closed on the 
Sobolev space lVA*‘$G) and hence gives rise to a unique semibounded, self- 
adjoint extension L of 9 with domain D, contained in W:,*(G). Without 
loss of generality we assume L to be positive. Then we can write L = T*T 
with T = Lii2 and H, = WAV2(G). (Note that the graph norm of T is 
equivalent to the usual norm on WAq2(G).) 
The space Y depends on the constant u > 0 and the function w appearing 
in (Fl). It is chosen to be the weighted Lebesgue space LP(G, w dx) with 
p = u + 2. (A notation which shall be used throughout the rest of the paper.) 
It is well known that this space is a uniformly convex Banach space. In 
keeping with Section 3 we define X = W:,*(G) n Y with the norm 
J/&= 11 
G 
(Igradu(*(~)+u~(x))dx+ (~~~(x)~z~p(x)dx)2’p~“2. 
In order to apply the general results we need the following hypotheses: 
(F2) J‘, W-~/~(X) dx < co. 
(F3) There exists a continuous function a: [0, oc))+ [0, co) such that 
Q(O) = 0 and such that for any U, v, h E X we have 
Ji g,(x, WI) 14~) +>I dx G W h Ilx> II u llx II u lx- (5.5) 
The growth condition (F2) is essential for the space X to be compactly 
imbedded in H, as we shall soon see. The somewhat technical condition (F3) 
is designed to include a large variety of cases. Explicit sufficient conditions 
for (F3) can easily be derived using the generalized Holder inequality 
together with the continuous imbedding X+ Lp(G, w dx) and the Sobolev 
imbedding WA.‘(G) + L,(G) for suitable q depending on the dimension n. To 
illustrate this. consider 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose g, is of the form 
glCx9 rl)= $j wj(x) lVTj 
.i=l 
with continuous nonnegative functions wj and constants 5 > 0 (j = l,..., m). 
Suppose that the following integrals are finite: 
Cj = . (w~~,-Ti-2)1~(0-Ti) (x) dx 
! in case tj < (T G 
and 
cj = 
I 
(w!(x) w-2(x))L~(0-rj~Y) dx in case u < tjc u . y, 
G 
where y = 2n/(p(n - 2)) for n > 3 and y arbitrary for n E { 1,2}. Then (F3) 
holds with Q(t).= C Cr!, Cjt7j where C > 0 is some constant. To prove this, 
we write 
zz 
1 
G (wjw-(~i+*)‘p)(w ‘jlp JhlTj)(w’Ip IuI)(w”~ juj)dx 
in the case tj < u and 
f WjIhl”lUl /VI dx=J (wjw-2ip)((hITj)(w’lP Iu()(w”’ lVl)dx 
-G G 
in the case u < 7j < uy and use the Holder inequality for four factors together 
with the continuous imbedding X + Y. For the second case we also invoke 
the Sobolev inequality for the second factor. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that (Fl), (F2), (F3) are satisfied. Then, for 
each r > 0 there exists an infinite sequence (uj, Aj) (j = 1, 2,...) of (weak) 
solutions qf (5.1), (5.2) such that IIujl12 = 2r. For these solutions all the 
assertions of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Remark. These functions uj are in C*(G) and hence classical solutions of 
(5.1) if the following additional conditions are satisfied. The coeflicients Q 
and Pjk along with the first derivatives of the Pjk (j, k = I,..., n) are locally 
Holder continuous in G, the function f is locally Holder continuous in 
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G x R, and for each compact subset K c G there is a constant C, > 0 such 
that for all v E R SUP,,~ ) g(x, v)( < C, 1 v Is, where 0 < s < 4/(n - 2) in case 
n > 3 respectively s arbitrary in case n = 2. This can be proved by using 
standard regularity arguments in a compact neighbourhood of an arbitrary 
point x, E G. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The assertions of Theorem 5.1 (with the exception of 
the results (iv) and (v) from Theorem 3.1) also hold when Eq. (5.1) is 
replaced by 
924 +f(x, u) +f,(x, u> = h (5.1’) 
where f,: G x IR + IR satisfies the CarathPodory conditions f,(x, q) = 
-fl(x, -q) and If,(x, r)j < a(x) + b I q I for every v E F? and almost all x E G. 
Here a is a nonnegative function in L’(G) and b a positive constant. 
Remark. This extension of Theorem 5.1 makes it possible to admit 
nonlinearities which are not monotone in q or have singularities in x. For 
example, consider the nonlinearity w(x) /q I0 rl+ a(x)“’ Iv/’ sin r/, where w 
and u satisfy (F2) and 0 < r < l/2, and a(x) is an arbitrary nonnegative 
function in L*(G). 
We prove Theorem 5.1 by verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. (X, /I llx) satisfies hypothesis (I). 
ProoJ By construction X is a uniformly convex Banach space (see 
Lemma 3.0). Since the P-functions with compact support are contained in 
X we know that X is dense in H = L2(G) and that dim X= co. It remains to 
show the imbedding from X+ H is uniformly approximated by compact 
operators. Let G, c G be a sequence of bounded domains such that 
lJ~zp=IG,=G and G n-l~Gn for n>2. Define K,:X+H by K,u(x)= 
h,(x) u(x) for every x E G, where h,: G -+ [0, l] is a smooth function which 
is 1 on Gn-, and vanishes outside G,. The operator K, permits the fac- 
torisation 
X-+ W;**(G) 5 W;*‘(G,) + L’(G,) 3 L2(G), 
where R is given by the same formula as K, and where E denotes extension 
by the constant 0 outside G,. The operator K, is compact since all factors 
are continuous and the imbedding Wi*‘(G,) + L2(G,) is compact (see 
Adams [ 11). 
Therefore it suffices to show that K, approaches the embedding of X in H 
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uniformly on bounded subsets of X, as n + co. Put G, = G - G,_ 1 for n > 2. 
For u E X we have 
= d”(142w I -2’pw2’p)(x) dx 
< ~~u~~~ j--. w-*Iv(x) dxjui’. 
Hence, for every u E X we have II u - K,,ull < C(n) I( uIjx where C(n) + 0 as 
n + co by (F2). 
The nonlinear operator F: X + X* is defined by 
(F(u), h) = j f(x, u(x)> h(x) dx 
G 
LEMMA 5.2. F: X + X* is well defined and 
bounded sets. 
uniformly continuous on 
Proof: We use the following identity, valid for allxEG,<,qER: 
(u, h E X). 
j-(x, 0 -j-(x, rl) = Jo g(-G r + 46 - v))(t - ‘I) dt. (5.6) 
The identity (5.6) and (Fl), (F3) yield for u, z), h E X and yl= 
u + t(v - u): 
I(F(v) - F(u), h)l 
< 1 I.fP, 4x1) -.0x, +)>I I@>l dx 
“G 
< I’ i-l &y,(x)> I u(x) - +)I I h(x)1 dt dx 
-G’O 
< \ j1 iw(x) l~,(x)l”+g,(x,y,(x))~ Iu - ~1 (x> IW)ldtdx 
‘G 0 
1I’ 
1 
< w(x) IY,(x)~” I u - u I (x> Ih(x>l dt dx 
G 0 
+llu-~ll.lI~l/,j”~~ll~,ll,~~f. 
0 
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Here as in the sequel changing the order of integration is justified since all 
integrals are bounded. 
By Holder’s inequality for three factors we obtain 
II 
1 
w(x) IY,(x)~” I u- v I (xl I +)I dt dx 
G 0 
’ _ = 
11 
((wlIP Iu - u~)(w”~ jhl)(w”‘” ly,l”)} (x)dxdt 
0 G 
Hence, we obtain 
I(W) - 01, h)l G II u - v Ilx llhllx 1’ [II ~tll; + 41 ~tllx)l dt. (5.7) 
0 
Choosing u = 0 we see that F is well defined as an operator from X to X*. 
Further we see that F is uniformly continuous on bounded sets. 
LEMMA 5.3. F: X + X* is the (odd) gradient of the even Frtkhet 
differentiable functional 4: X + R which is defined by 
Proof. The operator F is odd since g is even in the second variable. By 
Theorem 3.3 of Vainberg [25] it suffkes to show that F is the Gateaux 
derivative of the functional 4. Let U, h E X. For any t E R and x E G we 
have with v = U(X) + th(x) 
and consequently 
‘#(u + th) = 4(u) + j, 1)(x. u(x) + sh(x)) h(x) ds dx 
= 4(u) + 1; (F(u + sh), h) ds, 
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where the change of integration is justified since df(x, u(x) t sh(x)) h(x) is 
integrable. The function #(u + th) is differentiable in t by the last formula. 
i.e., F is the Gateaux derivative of 4. 
LEMMA 5.4. F: X + X* is monotone and satisfies (11(2, 3)). 
Proof Because of 
f(x, r> -f(x, ‘I) = i’ g(x, 4 Wx) j”’ I <I” & 
v v 
= 4xNm + l)>(lCl”C- Irl”rt) 
we obtain by using symmetry between c and q and the inequality 
~Iil”~-I’II”rl~~~-ll~~~-“I~-rll”+*: 
u-(-G 0 -f(x, r7))(C- G-1 >2-“@o t 11-l w(x) IF 4q0+*. (5.8) 
Now assume u, v E X and u, -x u. Application of (5.8) gives 
(F(v) -F(u), LJ - u> =j, U-(x, +I) -.0x, u(x)))(@) - u(x)> dx 
> 2-“6(a + 1)-l IIV -u/1;. 
This relation implies that F: X -t X* is monotone, and on replacing v by u, 
we also see that (11(2)) holds. Finally it is clear that (11(3)) is satisfied with 
y(t) = tp. 
Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 show that all the hyptheses of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied, which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Corollary 5.1. Under the assumed conditions Jr generates a 
continuous and bounded Nemitskij operator FL: H+ H, and this operator is 
the Gateaux gradient of the functional 4,: H-r R given by B,(u) = 
J”Esl;‘fi(x, q) dq dx (u E H). But from Lemma 5.1 we know that X is 
compactly imbedded in H. Hence, H is continuously (even compactly) 
imbedded in X*, and it immediately follows that f, generates a strongly 
continuous Nemitskij operator F,: X+X* and that this operator is the 
Gateaux derivative of the restriction 4, of Ji to X. Moreover, since F, is 
bounded, the relation 6r(u) = IA (P,(h), u  dt (u E H) shows clearly that i, 
is bounded on bounded subsets of H. Finally, F, is obviously an odd 
operator, and, hence, all the conditions assumed in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. 
Finally we turn to the question of bifurcation. It turns out that under 
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slightly more restrictive assumptions on problem (5.1), (5.2) the conditions 
(III) from Section 4 are satisfied. There exist several possibilities for such 
additional restrictions and we shall limit ourselves to one of them here. 
Specifically let us assume: 
(F4) There exists a constant C, > 0 such that for all x E G, r~ E R 
(F5) For some integer m > n/4 the domain G is of class C”” (in the 
sense of [2], Sect. 9), and the functions Pjk (j, k = l,..., n) have bounded 
continuous partial derivatives in G up to order 2m - 1. 
(F6) The function equal to w in G and to the constant 0 in R” - G is 
locally integrable. 
Condition (F4) does not involve a severe restriction if (Fl) is satisfied. For 
example, it is satisfied if g, can be chosen zero in (Fl), or if f(x, s) = 
C,“=O wj(x) ] r~ I’j r~ with nonnegative coefficients wj and positive exponents rj. 
Condition (F5) is a standard requirement for the application of global 
regularity theory. Condition (F6) means that w does not grow too strongly 
near aG. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose (Fl), (F2), (F3), (F4), (F5), (F6) are satisfied. 
Then the assertions of Theorem 4.1 are validfor the problem (5.1), (5.2). In 
particular the lowest point A* of the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator L is 
always a bifurcation point. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. As the simplest example consider 
-du+w(x)lul”u=nu (u E w’~2(lR”)), 
where w is continuous, nonnegative, and JR” w -2’0(x) dx < co. Then our 
theorems show that there are infinitely many global solution “branches” 
emanating at 1* = 0 from the trivial line of solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We verify assumption (III) from Section 4. First 
of all, putting u = 0 in estimate (5.7) yields I(F(v), h)( < 11 v/IX (1 hllX(ll v 11; + 
J’i Q(t I] v IIX) dt) and hence (III( 1)) since 52 is continuous and Q(O) = 0. To 
prove (111(2)), we use (F4) and obtain 
(F(u), u> = j- 
G 
u(x)f (x, u(x)> dx < C, I’ l@‘f (x, 0 dCdx 
G 0 
even for arbitrary u E X. 
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Now, define an operator P0 by gOu = 9~ - QU for u E C?(G) and let L, 
be the unique self-adjoint extension of Y0 whose domain DLO is contained in 
W;.‘(G). Since Q E L’O(G), we have D, = DLO, and the graph norms induced 
by L, respectively L,, are equivalent. Therefore, (111(3)) will be established 
once we have found a subset of X f7 DLO which is dense in the Hilbert space 
H, constructed from DLO by introducing the graph norm of L, and the 
respective inner product. To this end, consider a function CE C”O(lR) such 
that ill-m,ll = 1, il12,mr = 0, and 0 < [< 1 on [l, 21, and put hR(x) = 
[(]x]/R) for R > 0, x E R” where 1x1 denotes the Euclidean norm of x. Then 
h, E CF(R”), and we have 
LEMMA 5.5. For u E H, we have h, u E H, for any R > 0, and moreover 
h, tends to u strongly in H, as R + 03. 
Proof: We know that H, = (u E We*” I Cy,k_ I (PjkuJxj E L*(G)}, 
and hence the result follows from an easy calculation, noting that the Pjk and 
their first derivatives are bounded by assumption. 
Now, let B = (I + L,)-‘. Then B is a continuous bijection of H = L*(G) 
onto H,, and B also maps H, continuously onto the domain of Li, which is 
a dense subspace subspace of the Hilbert space H,. Let us now inductively 
define subsets D,, 07 of H, by the rules: 
D;={h,uluED,,R>O} (12 112 
D !+I =B(@‘) (12 113 
We shall prove the following assertions (where closures are always taken 
with respect to the norm of H,) by induction on 1 
(i) D,= H,, 
0 (ii) D, = H,, 
(iii) Dp c W2122(G) if l< m. 
For I= 1, (i) is clear from the definition, (ii) follows from Lemma 5.5, and 
for (iii) note that by definition any u E D, is a weak solution of the equation 
iyou = v for some v E L*(G), and hence u E W***(G,) for any R > 0 (where 
G, = (x E G] Ix] < R }) by a well-known global regularity theorem (see, e.g., 
[ 2, Theorem 9.81). This yields h, u E W’~‘(G) for any R, hence (iii). Suppose 
now that (i), (ii), (iii) are established for some I> 1. Then, by the continuity 
of B, we have B(H,) = B(q) s B(DY) = D,, , which yields D,,, = H, 
since B(H,) is dense in H,. Next, from Lemma 5.5 we infer that D,,, C 
Dy+, & H, and hence m = H,. Finally, any u E D,, i is a weak solution 
in We*’ of the equation L,u + u = v for some v E 0: c W*‘**(G). Hence, 
in case I+ 1 ,< m we may again apply the above-mentioned regularity 
so5/47/3-3 
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theorem from which it follows that u E W2’+2*2(G,) for any R > 0, which in 
turn yields (iii) for I + 1. 
Since 2m > n/2, it follows from (iii) and the Sobolev imbedding theorem 
that any u E 0: is a bounded continuous function in G and, hence, an 
element of Y by (F6). On the other hand, 0: c H, c WA**(G) and, thus, 0: 
is a subset of X n H, which is dense in H, , as desired. This ends the proof 
of Theorem 5.2. 
Remark. Clearly, requirements (F5), (F6) have only been used to 
establish (111(3)), and this can be done in various other ways. For example, 
by an obvious modification of the above proof one sees that (111(3)) (and 
hence Theorem 5.2) can also be proved when m > na/(4p) if (F6) is slightly 
strengthened by assuming that any function u E LP(G) which has bounded 
support belongs to Y. For the case G = R” we only need m = 1 because 
functions. in 0: c Wi’2(R”) can be mollified by convolution. Finally, in case 
n = 2 or n > 3, c < 4/(n - 2) there is a Sobolev imbedding WAT2(G) + LP(G), 
and hence we obtain (111(3)) directly from Lemma 5.5 if the above- 
mentioned strengthening of (F6) is used. In this case, no assumptions 
whatever on the geometry of the domain G are needed. 
Remark. The assumption Q E Lm(G) could be relaxed so as to include 
operators L = -A + Q of the type occurring as Hamiltonian operators in 
quantum mechanics. To see this, write L = L, + Q as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2 and assume that the operator generated by Q is relatively Lo- 
bounded with relative bound < 1. Then it follows from well-known pertur- 
bation theorems that D, = DLo with equivalence of graph norms and that the 
quadratic form associated with L generates an equivalent norm on Wi,2(G). 
The proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 then go through. 
6. APPLICATION TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
It is evident that the results of the preceding section hold for the case 
n= 1, in particular. However, in this case our assumptions can be 
considerably relaxed due to the particularly pleasant imbedding properties 
enjoyed by the space X (cf. Proposition 6.1), and the present section is 
devoted to proving existence and bifurcation theorems similar to those of 
Section 5 under these relaxed assumptions, along with some additional 
results. We limit our treatment to the case G = IO, co [; the case 
G = ]-co, co [ could be treated in a similar way. 
Specifically, we shall consider the nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem 
-(P(x) u’)’ + Q(x) u +f(x, u) = Au (x > O), (6-l) 
u(0) = 0, 24 E L2(0, co), (6.2) 
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where P, Q are bounded continuous real-valued functions on [0, co [ such 
that P is of class C’ and P(x) > P, > 0 for every x > 0, and where 
f: (0, co) x R + R is continuous. Further, as a function of its second 
variable only, f is assumed to be odd, monotonely nondecreasing, and 
continuously differentiable, its derivative af(x, r/)/ar being denoted by 
g(x, q), as before. 
We now indicate how assumptions (Fl )-(F6) from Section 5 can be 
relaxed in the case n = 1. The gist of these relaxations is that the restrictions 
imposed by (Fl), (F3), (F4) on the behaviour off(x, q) as function of v are 
now required for small 1 n / only. More precisely, we assume: 
(F 1 b, There are continuous functions W: (0, co) + [0, co), g,: 
(0, m) x IF? --+ [0, co), and w,,, QR,: [0, co+ [0, co) such that 
4x> %(I v I> G g(x, VI G 4x> Qcd v I) + g1k v> 
for any x > 0, q E R, and such that for a certain u > 0 we have 
l’;“,mf o,(l) t --(7 > 0 
and 
limu”+“p Cl,(t) t-O < co. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
Finally, it is assumed that fi,, is monotonely nondecreasing, that o,(t) > 0 
for t > 0, and that J^C, W(X) dx < co for every c > 0. 
It is evident that the operator T and the spaces Y and X can be 
constructed as in Section 5, and that H, = Wi**(O, co), the norms being 
equivalent. As in Section 5, we impose restrictions (F2), (F3) on the 
functions w respectively g,, and for the bifurcation result we also need: 
(F4b) There exist constants 6 > 0, C, > 0 such that for every x > 0 
and every v with 1 v I < 6 we have 
Before commenting on these new assumptions, we prove a crucial lemma. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Every u E X is continuous, vanishes at x = 0, and 
satisfies the estimate ( u(x)1 < E(X) 11 u/Ix for every x 2 0, where 
. 
Proof: Let u E X. Since X E WA-‘(0, co), we know that u is absolutely 
continuous and that u vanishes at x = 0 and at infinity. Hence, we have 
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-U(X)’ = jp 2~’ dy almost everywhere in [0, co), and thus the Holder 
iylu;lity for three factors yields 1 u(x)l’ < 2 J”: 1 au’ 1 dy = 2 J”: ) u’ ) . 
I I.w- ‘lp dy < 2 11 U’ 11 1 u II,, u: w-*‘~ dy)“‘2p. Since u is continuous, 
this estimate holds even for all x > 0. Together with the inequalities 
2 lI~‘II . Il4lYG lI4i and supX>,, 1 u(x)1 < /I u /lr,,~.~~O,co~ the result follows. 
Remarks. (i) It should be noted that condition (F3) amounts to a much 
weaker restriction in the case n = 1 than in the general case. To see this 
clearly, consider the case where g, can be estimated in the form 
gL(xT ‘I) G wI(x>Q,(lrll) (x>O,rlER) 
with continuous functions W, : (0, CL)) + [0, m), Q, : [0, 00) + [0, 00) such 
that Q,(O) = 0, 0, is nondecreasing, and W, satisfies 
I m W,(x) I@) 4x)l dx G C /I u Ilx II 0 llx 
-0 
(6.7) 
for U, u E X, where C > 0 is a constant. Then (F3) is satisfied with 0 = CQ, , 
as is immediately seen from Proposition 6.1. On the other hand, (6.7) can be 
ensured using the method indicated in Example 5.1. More specifically, if we 
choose p, ,..., p4~ (1, co] such that p;’ +p;l +p;’ +p;l= 1 and p3, 
p4 >p and we require 
I 
cc 
W,(X)~’ Wan’ dx < co, (6.8) 
0 
where a = 2(op,)-’ -p;’ -p;‘, then (6.7) holds. Namely, denoting the 
sup-norm by 11 Iloo, we can write sr W,(x) lu(x) v(x)1 dx < 
IIuII~~‘~~ IIuII~~‘~~. Jr (W1~a~~2’op2) IuIP’~~ ~“~3 IuI~‘~~ ~“~“)(x)dx for 
arbitrary U, v E X, and from this we easily infer (6.7), using the Holder 
inequality for four factors together with (6.8), (F2), Proposition 6.1, and the 
imbedding X-+ Y. The case where some of thep, (k = l,..., 4) are infinite can 
be dealt with by obvious modifications. 
(ii) To shed some light on condition (F4b), let us note that this 
condition is automatically satisfied if (Fl b, holds with g, = 0. Another 
interesting case is that of a nonlinearity of the form f(x, n) = I vl’fo(x, r), 
where 0 < ,u < 1, and where there exists an integer m > 1 such that for every 
x > 0, the function f,(x, .) is of class Cm’ ‘ and a“f,(x, O)/8qk = 0 for 
k = O,..., m - 1, whereas Z’fo(x, O)/aqm # 0. Since f(x, .) is assumed to be 
odd, it follows that m is odd and a”f,(x, O)/@” > 0. Thus, we can infer (6.6) 
from the Taylor formula for f, if there are constants 6 > 0 and K, > 0 
(independent of x) such that 
am+ ‘f.
a,m,l (X>V) +(x,0) 
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for ] r]] < 6. Moreover, it is clear that a finite sum of terms satisfying (F4b) 
also satisfies (F4b). 
THEOREM 6.1. (a) Suppose (F 1 b), (F2), (F3) are satisfied for problem 
(6.1), (6.2). Then for every r > 0, problem (6.1), (6.2) has an infznite 
sequence (UT, 1:) (j > 1) of mutually distinct classical solutions such that 
11 ur\l* = 2r and UJ E Wi**(O, oo)for every j > 1. Moreover, assertions (i)-(v) 
of Theorem 3.1 are valid for these sohttions. 
(b) Suppose in addition that (F4b) is satisfied. Then the assertions of 
Theorem 4.1 also hold for the solutions (uJ, Al), and for any j > 1, we have 
lim r+O+ u;(x) = 0 uniformly for x > 0. 
Remarks. (i) This theorem clearly generalizes results from [ 151 which 
were obtained there via an entirely different method. Moreover, it is easy to 
see that the solution u; corresponding to the lowest critical value can always 
be chosen a positive function, and that under the additional assumption 
f (x, r]) < vg(x, I?) for every x > 0, q > 0, the uniqueness and pointwise 
monotonicity results obtained in ] 151 for positive solutions can also be 
carried over to the present situation. 
(ii) For a nontrivial solution (u,A) E XX [A*, co) of (6.1), (6.2) we 
may investigate the spectrum of the linear differential operator arising when 
the left-hand side of (6.1) is linearized at u, and it is an interesting question 
how this spectrum behaves when (u, A) runs through a solution “branch” 
emanating from (0, A *). However, the situation seems to be rather 
complicated even in the simple case of the equation 
-u” + w(x) ) u I0 u = Au. (6.9) 
There are examples of functions w for which the linearization at a nontrivial 
solution u E X has compact resolvent and, hence, empty essential spectrum. 
On the other hand, in case the growth of w for x-+ co is weaker than 
exponential, it can be shown that there is an upper bound for the minimum 
of the essential spectrum of the linearization at a solution u E X, u # 0 of 
(6.9). More precisely if w(x) = o(ea”) at infinity for every a > 0 and if 
(u,A) E Xx [0, co) is a solution of (6.9), one can show that 
lim infx+, w(x) I u(x)]” <A. Hence, it follows from well-known theorems on 
singular boundary value problems that min o&J < (a + 1) A, where L, 
denotes an arbitrary self-adjoint extension of the linearized differential 
operator PU given by pUh := -h” + (a + 1) w ) uJO h, and where a,(L,) 
denotes the essential spectrum of L,. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof proceeds along the same lines as in 
Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and we shall give details only as far as the necessary 
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modifications are concerned. Again, our main task will consist in 
establishing the hypotheses of Theorems 3.1, respectively 4.1. 
(a) Only (F2) and the definition of X was used to prove Lemma 5.1 
and, hence, this I’emma is valid under the present assumptions. The nonlinear 
operator F is defined as in Section 5 and we can then prove the assertions of 
Lemma 5.2 without difftculty. We only have to replace (5.7) by the ine- 
quality 
W(u) -F(u), h)l G IIU - UIIX Ihllxj; [GQo(llY,/Ix) 
+ C, II Y,II; + Wll ~,llx)l dt, (6.10) 
where U, u, h E X, y, = u + t(u - u), and where C,, C, > 0 are constants 
which can be chosen independent of u, v, h as long as u, v range throughout 
some bounded subset of X. 
To prove (6. IO), consider y E X, M > 0 such that 1) yllX < M and note that 
(y(x)1 < M E (x) by Proposition 6.1. By assumption (6.5) there are constants 
6 > 0, C, > 0 such that O<Qn,(l~I)< C, Ivl” for 1~1 < 6, and since E(X) is 
nonincreasing and tends to zero as x + co, there exists x, > 0 such that 
E(X) < 6/M for any x > x0. It follows that n,(l y(x)l) < C, I y(x)l” whenever 
x2x0, )Iyl(,<M. Now let U, u, hEX, IIullx, IjvII,<M, and O<t< 1. Then 
1) y, IIX < M, and, hence, we obtain 
I m 44 Y,@)I) w(x) 14~) - +>I I @)I dx 0 
= j;‘+ jor~~,(llv,ll,~~~~~~~~ll~-~ll,ll~ll, 
x0 
+ c, jm IYt(xr 4x1 Iu(x) - +)I I h(x)l dx 
x0 
< c,&,(ll~,Il,) Ilu - ull, llhll, + C, II~tll”y 11~ - 41~ IlhiI~ 
G [Cof2o(ll Y,II,) + C, II Y,II;I II u - 2, Ilx II h llx. 
Here we have put Co = sGO w(x) dx, and we have used the assumptions that 
R, is nondecreasing and that Co < co along with E(X) < 1 and the Holder 
inequality for three factors. Now (6.3) yields jr g(x, y,(x)) dx < 
[~o%dl Y,M + G II Y,IM . lb - 4 II4 + I? &9.WN dx, an4 thus, 
we can infer (6.10) from (5.6) with the aid of (F3) in the same way as was 
done for (5.7) in the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
The proof of Lemma 5.3 also goes through when the appeal to (5.7) is 
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replaced by an appeal to (6.10). Adapting the proof of Lemma 5.4, we first 
arrive at the inequality 
u-(x, 5) -m rl)K - VI > -$y wf) I[- r1°+2 w(x) (6.11) 
for I[\, 1~1 GM, x > 0, where we have put 6(M) = info,,<, o,(t) t-“. Note 
that 6(M) > 0 for every M by virtue of (6.4) and the assumption that o0 is 
continuous and positive on (0, co). We can now derive (11(2)) as in the proof 
of Lemma 5.4, replacing (5.8) by (6.11) and taking into account that any 
weakly convergent sequence in X is bounded in Lm(O, co). Moreover, if 
B E X is bounded in H, = WtV2(0, co), then B is also bounded in Lm(O, co), 
say 11 u Ila, < M for every u E B. 
From (6.11) it then follows that (F(U), u) > 2-“(a + 1))’ 6(M) Ilulj”y for 
every u E B, and this is clearly enough to prove Lemma 3.2. We cannot 
establish (11(3)), but this is not necessary since (11(3)) has only been used to 
prove Lemma 3.2. Thus, all the assertions of Theorem 3.1 are valid in the 
present situation. The solutions ($,nJ) thus obtained are also classical by 
classical regularity theorems of the calculus of variations since the UJ are in 
Wi*‘(O, co) and the data are assumed to be continuous. 
(b) It is clearly enough to establish assumptions (III). The statement 
on uniform convergence follows from (4.1) and Proposition 6.1. However, 
since Q,, is continuous and Q,(O) = 0, (III( 1)) obviously follows from (6. lo), 
and for the proof of (111(2)), recall that the usual norm on WA*2(0, co) = H, 
is equivalent to the graph norm of T, so that we can write 
II&z G C~(Wll’+ Il4’> 
= Gw4) - T&u)) + c; 11412 G Gww + Il4l’) 
for u E X, with C, a positive constant. Thus, for any u E X such that /I ~11 
and v(u) are sufficiently small we have (6.6) for q = U(X) and x > 0 
arbitrary, and hence we have (III(2)). As for (111(3)), note that the linear 
part of (6.1) is in the limit point case at infinity by virtue of the boundedness 
of P and Q. This implies that the set D, = {u E D, I u has compact support 
in [0, co)] is dense in D, with respect to the graph norm of L. On the other 
hand, D, G H, = Wk**(O, co) c {u E L'(O, co) ) u continuous, u(0) = O}, and 
hence the integrability requirement on w stated at the end of (Fib) implies 
D,, c Y, so that we finally get D, c X, i.e., we have established (III(3)). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Finally, ,we again use Theorem 3.2 to relax the monotonicity and sign 
conditions on the nonlinearity. Thus, we replace Eq. (6.1) by the equation 
-(P(x) u')' + Q(x) u +f(x, u) +fi(x, u> = Au (6.12) 
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considering it together with the boundary conditions (6.2) and retaining the 
assumptions of P, Q, f mentioned at the beginning of this section. Clearly 
Corollary 5.1 and its proof are still valid when (Fl) is replaced by (Fib). 
But here again, Proposition 6.1 enables us to permit much weaker growth 
restrictions for fi . 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose f satisfies conditions (Fib), (F2), (F3), and 
suppose that f,: [0, 00) X IR --* IR is continuous and satisfies f,(x, -n) = 
-f,(x, n) for every x > 0, n E IR. Moreover, assume that for arbitrary 
(x, n) E [0, co) x IR the following estimates hold. 
(6.13) 
hnd 
ti(x, r) 2 -4x) I v I - bv2, (6.14) 
where a E L2(0, co) is nonnegative almost everywhere, b> 0 is a constant, 
Q,: [0, 00) -+ [0, a~) is nondecreasing and tends to zero at the origin, and 
where w,: [0, a~)--+ [0, a) is measurable and satisj?es 
i m w,(x) Ih(x>l dx < const IIh IL (6.15) 
-0 
for every h E X. 
Then assertions (i), (ii), (iii) of Th eorem 3.1 hold for the problem (6.12), 
(6.2), and the solutions guaranteed by that theorem are classical solutions of 
(6.12). 
Remark. Sufticient conditions for (6.15) in terms of explicit growth 
requirements on w, can easily be derived in the same way as has been done 
for (F3) before. Two particular such conditions are (i) w, E L’(O, az) or (ii) 
i: WI 
I+llb+l)W-ll(otl) (x) dx < 00. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We shall show that f, generates a Nemitskij 
operator F,: X-+X* having properties (i)-(iii) from Theorem 3.2. To this 
end, consider U, h E X. Since u E Lm(O, co) and R, is nondecreasing, there is 
C, > 0 such that fl,(lu(x)l) < C, for every x > 0. Thus, using (6.13) and 
(6.15), we obtain 
lam IfAx, uW>l I 44 dx < C, jam w, I h I dx G cm II h Ix. 
This shows that f, generated a Nemitskij operator F, which maps X to X*. 
Next, we are going to show that F, is strongly continuous. Thus, consider 
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a sequence (u,) c X which converges weakly in X to a function u. We then 
have to show 
;\t ,,gy, l(Fl(%) - F,(u)9 h)l = 0. (6.16) 
Let E > 0. Since the weakly convergent sequence (u,) is bounded in X, there 
is M > 0 such that ] u,(x)\, ] u(x)] < ME(X) for every x > 0, n E N where E(X) 
is as in Proposition 6.1. Since E(X) + 0 as x + co, our assumptions on a, 
imply that lim,,, fll(Me(x)) = 0. Hence, there is x,, > 0 such that 
Q l(WX)) < &PC forx>x,, (6.17) 
where C is the constant appearing in (6.15). Thus, for any h E X we get 
+ j-m ~,(l~,(xN WI(X) I4x>l dx + ia Q,(lu@)l) w,(x) I4x>l dx x0 x0 
G SPO ll~llcc +2~,Vf4~)) J”= (w, Ihl)(x)dx, x0 
where S, = ~~~~~~~~~ If,(x, Gx)) -f,(x, +>>I. Awlyiw (6.15) and (6.17) 
we obtain 
I(~,(%)-~,(~h )l G SnXO Ilk + E Il~llx~ (Snxo + EHhllx (6.18) 
for any h E X. On the other hand, there is a compact imbedding 
~ly(o, x0) + ClO, $1, and the restriction defines a bounded operator 
X+ W~**(O, x0). Hence, (u,) tends to ZJ in C[O, x0]. Since E(X) < 1, we have 
u(x), u,(x) E [-M, M] for 0 < x < x0 and n E N. On the compact set 
[0,x0] x [-M, M] the continuous function f, is uniformly continuous, and 
hence the uniform convergence of (u,) to u on [0, x0] implies that of (F,(u,)) 
to F,(u). This clearly means that S, -+ 0 as n -+ co. We, thus, obtain (6.16) 
from (6.18) and the fact that E > 0 was arbitrary. 
Clearly F, is odd, and the fact that it is a Gateaux gradient is proved 
exactly as in Lemma 5.3. It only remains to prove condition (iii) from 
Theorem 3.2. But, from (6.14) we obtain 
a- /m a(x) / u(x)1 dx - bt j‘” I u(x)l’ dx 
0 -0 
>-II4 II4 --tl142 foruEX and O<t< 1, 
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and this yields 
from which (iii) clearly follows. 
Remark. Note that a finite sum of operators satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) from Theorem 3.2 also satisfies these conditions. Thus, we also may 
combine perturbations of the kind considered in Corollary 5.1 with pertur- 
bations satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.2. Consequently, it is 
possible to obtain existence results for the case where f,(x, q) has a 
singularity at some x,, > 0 even when its growth for r--t 03 is only restricted 
by (6.13), (6.15). We simply use a partition of unity to writef, in the form 
f, =.I-,, +fnv wheref,, is as in Corollary 5.1 and f,* is a Theorem 6.2. 
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